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Ruschlikon – The 10yr Event
Welcome to this, our special ten-year anniversary
newsletter, celebrating the implementation stories of our
members, and showcasing the process efficiencies
Ruschlikon & ACORD have helped deliver.
Over the next few pages, these stories come to life with
case studies explaining how the community has been
working together to make the broking, insurance, &
reinsurance sectors more effective through helping to drive
process efficiency.
I would like to express my thanks to all who contributed,
and the significant efforts of the planning committee who
made this event possible. In addition, a big vote of thanks
to Swiss Re for allowing us to return to Ruschlikon and
now we look forward to the next ten years.
Simon Squires | AXA XL & Ruschlikon Group Chair
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Ruschlikon – The Story So Far
Following the chair’s address, the morning continued with a whistle stop tour of the previous 10
years of Ruschlikon through the eyes of those responsible for delivering the initiative in their
respective companies.
The audience heard from Richard Brame, Julie Gooch
and Mark Hart of Willis Towers Watson, Wolfgang
Seidel from Hannover Re and Oezhan Tuerkes from
SCOR, all of whom provided fascinating insight to the
respective journeys their organisations had been on.
Willis detailed their initial engagement at the first
Ruschlikon meeting, to the benefits they have achieved,
to a discussion about how Willis have accelerated
their adoption of Ruschlikon to over 900 carriers
through the use of Willis accounting.
Wolfgang provided an overview of Hannover Re’s journey, from their initial go live with Aon Benfield
in 2013, to the geographical expansion of messaging, to their recent go-live with Willis UK on the
2016-10 standard.
Wolfgang spoke in detail of Hannover’s Re Straight Through Processing achievements and other
benefits gained from implementing the Ruschlikon process, including the use of robotics and
utilisation of Ruchlikon Lite.
Finally, in the session, Oezhan provided the viewpoint of a Ruschlikon pioneer and how his personal
perception of Ruschlikon as being a picturesque town on the edge of a lake with a train station to a
truly global initiative. Oezhan described SCOR’s journey of standardisation, which has culminated in
SCOR being able to agree a significant proportion of claims payments within 5 days, which is double
the speed achieved in pre-electronic world.
The collective message from the sessions was that Ruschlikon is a global initiative that all parties
(brokers, insurers and reinsurers) can benefit from. Ruschlikon is truly an initiative that provides
greatly improved customer service, whilst also providing internal operational improvement.
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Case Study – The practical Deployment of Claim Movement Messages
The Claim Movement Message presentation was extremely popular with a max capacity audience.
The session was co-hosted by Swiss Re & Guy Carpenter, both providing an insight to the benefits of
using the CM message from a broker and receiver perspective.
It was a truly interactive session with lots of questions and participation from the audience. It
covered topics such as GDPR, Swiss Re’s integration journey, optimised Claims handling and the vast
scale of automation opportunities. The presentation also included a video demonstrating the end-toend process, from sender to receiver.

Cultural Change in (Re)Insurance
Florence Defours and Marc Robinson from Baloise hosted an intriguing session on the investment
that Baloise are making in understanding and developing their workplace culture.
Baloise have introduced half-day colleague shadowing sessions to learn from, and adapt their culture
to improve the workplace environment, job satisfaction, unity and productivity.
The “Baloise Bible” has evolved with key behaviour considerations including; keep priorities, ask
questions, appreciate colleagues, speak up, understand the impact of your words and share insights.
The results of this initiative have been extremely positive with companywide buy in.
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Aspirations & Realities of the ePlacing Community and Future Proofing
Ruschlikon
Joint session by Theo Bachmann, Ralph Koglin (both Swiss Re) and Troy Hughes (AON) on the launch
of Ruschlikon ePlacing and first ePlacing experience between partners.
Theo Bachmann, chairman of the newly formed Ruschlikon
ePlacing Initiative, explained how leading players of the
(re)insurance industry decided to advance electronic placement
processes from submission to bind. Ruschlion ePlacing will
operate side-by-side with the existing Ruschlikon Accounting
and Claims (eAdmin) to support seamless straight-through
processing. Initially the group will focus on treaty reinsurance,
with commercial insurance and facultative reinsurance to
follow in the longer term. All major brokers and reinsurers are
on board, and during the first meeting the Ruschlikon ePlacing
SteerCo finalized membership, terms of reference and ePlacing
Business Implementation Group assignments.
In the 2nd part of the session, Ralph Koglin and Troy Hughes explained why and how Swiss Re and
AON decided to embark on the ePlacing journey:


Firstly, ACORD Accounting and Claims messaging considerably increases automation and
response times, however the first messages do not automate as well as subsequent ones due
to inconsistent referencing between sender and receiver and the fact that contract conditions
are set-up differently. As a possible solution, both companies have finalized a “post placing
proof of concept”, introducing a further touchpoint supported by the placing message which
occurs between “signed Line Advice” and “First Technical Account”. It allows for full
exchange of references in advance of the first invoice, which contains the required section
information and confirms the broker’s view of terms.



Furthermore, AON and Swiss Re concretely embarked on ePlacing and deployed Acord based
e-messaging capabilities, which are now being used as a basis for Ruschlion ePlacing.
Continuous development and strong engagement in industry solutions including
DLT/Blockchain or PPL will help to pave the way for Ruschlikon ePlacing to become the
market standard.
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Ruschlikon Local Communities
In the context of the 'Ruschlikon General Assembly' 06th June 2019, we had the opportunity to share
information and insights about the 'Ruschlikon Regional Communities' during a 45 minute panel
session.
After having provided an update on background such as longevity, leader(s) and composition, the
group provided an update on the current activities, the major success stories and challenges faced.
Since 2018, we have seen an increasing number of 'Ruschlikon Regional Communities' being created
in Continental Europe. Historically, Ruschlikon/ACORD has been most successful in the U.K. and the
U.S. with European connections being driven from these locations. This is now changing with
Regional Implementation Groups set up in France, Spain and Italy.
During discussions at various client and market (events in France, Italy and Spain, (re)insurance
companies have shown an increased interest to:





Increase efficiency and effectiveness in the (re)insurance administration
Increase the digitization/automation of the data exchange and focus on value adding tasks
Improve the data quality and audit trails
Participate in market initiatives and address any market specifics relating to ACORD
standards/processes

The new regional implementation groups were created to drive collaboration, implementation, and
associated system and process enhancements.
As the market needs, technical readiness, broker penetration and the portfolio composition is very
different from one market to the other, each 'Regional Community' works along their own roadmap
and in a different composition. They are all adhering to the overall 'Terms of Reference' and the
meetings are generally held in the local language.
Collaboration and best practice sharing is the biggest benefit that 'Regional Communities' members
see in contributing to such a group. Becoming a Ruschlikon Local Implementation Group member is
free of charge; however, indirect costs such as the time investment (meetings, contribution to
documents, etc.), logistics, transportation, etc. may occur. Regional Groups and implementations are
growing and real benefits being realised.
The members of the Ruschlikon Implementation
group are committed to:
 Implement agreed ACORD standard
messaging and the processes as best
practice
 Involve both business and IT resources in
process development initiatives
 Promote change and collaborate across
companies to make the (re)insurance
industry future ready
This was the very first time that we worked so closely together across regions and we will do more
of this going forward. It should help replicate success stories from market to market and allow for
best practice sharing amongst the leaders.
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Ruschlikon Continuing To Turn Aspirations into Reality
Simon Squires from AXA XL explained how Ruschlikon, celebrating 10 years of global collaboration
was a community driven by a passion to improve operational efficiency.
He emphasised how Ruschlikon companies achieve superior financial performance and the value of
standards. The strategic model of one set of consistent, inter-linked, GRLC messages builds a straight
through process for commercial insurance transactions, enabling incomparable benefits and
efficiencies to the industry.

ACORD Key Note: Digitisation & Value Creation
During the Ruschlikon General Assembly in Rüschlikon, Switzerland on June 6, 2019, ACORD
President & CEO Bill Pieroni presented a keynote address on an ACORD study titled “Digitization &
Value Creation”.
This study explores the link between digital maturity and financial performance across the global
insurance industry. It examines digital capabilities alongside key financial and operating metrics
over the last 8 years for the top 125 carriers worldwide. Does digital maturity correlate to high
performance?
The study results show that digitization along
the value chain – along with a thoughtful and
committed leveraging of technology – do indeed
positively impact the cash flow, revenue growth,
and overall financial performance of companies.
The study further explores the digitization
imperative in the context of change management,
data analytics, strategy, and execution.
ACORD members can access the full study on the
ACORD website.
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Swiss Re Key Note: Change Management – Hearts and minds: Bringing
Ruschlikon Home
Nicola Parton from Swiss Re gave a presentation
on the Swiss Re 10 years Ruschlikon journey. The
session gave an insight on Swiss Re being a
leading player in digitization, automation and
eAdmin strategy and how they strive to improve
efficiencies of their core business.
It detailed the journey timelines from 2001 to
date with the latest project launching the E
Placing platform. The final words of the
presentation were
“But don’t forget… it’s all about creating a
culture to embrace the change we need.”

Closing Remarks
We hope you have enjoyed reading about all of the fascinating sessions held at the Ruschlikon 10yr
General Assembly.
If you have any thoughts, feedback or ideas to help shape the next edition, please do not hesitate to
come back to us.
LinkedIn page – make sure you are subscribed to the new page using the link below.
For any further information and supporting documentation, please visit www.ruschlikon.com
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